NOTE: UPLIGHT FIXTURES LOCATED ON FACADES AND GROUND LEVEL SHALL BE EQUIPPED WITH GLARE SHIELDS / LOUVERS TO EFFECTIVELY REDUCE POTENTIAL LIGHT SPILLAGE TO ADJACENT BUILDINGS.

12) WALL MOUNTED LED UP/DOWN SCONCE

11) SURFACE MOUNTED LED UPLIGHT HIGHLIGHTING CORNERS

10) SURFACE MOUNTED LED FIXTURE HIGHLIGHTING FRAME

9) INGRADE LED UPLIGHT HIGHLIGHTING SCULPTURE

8) SURFACE MOUNTED LINEAR LED ACCENT LIGHT SHINING DOWN

7) INGRADE LED UPLIGHT HIGHLIGHTING CANOPY AND FRAME

6) DIRECT VIEW LINEAR LED FIXTURE ACCENTING EDGES

* CUTSHEETS PROVIDED SEPARATELY
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DIRECT VIEW LINEAR LED FIXTURE ACCENTING EDGES
WALL MOUNTED LED DECORATIVE SCONCE
SURFACE MOUNTED LED UPLIGHT HIGHLIGHTING CORNER
SURFACE MOUNTED LED FIXTURE HIGHLIGHTING FRAME
INGRADE LED UPLIGHT HIGHLIGHTING SCULPTURE
SURFACE MOUNTED LINEAR LED ACCENT LIGHT SHINING DOWN
RECESSED DOWNLIGHTS IN CANOPY

* CUTSHEETS PROVIDED SEPARATELY